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But if both parties add up, they can save them all!

After seeing the little girl’s face clearly.

Everyone was shocked!

There is no other reason.

Because this girl is the daughter of Levi Garrison-Levilia.

The most talented one in the legend!

Has always been the focus of training by Tiance Mansion!

They even recognized Mr. X on the opposite side.

They are dumbfounded.
Levi Garrison has been doing bad things about them and blocking them all the time.

Now even her daughter ran to stop him!

Nemesis! ! !

Mr. X, they are going to cry!

…

When everyone saw Levilia, they couldn’t help being surprised.

Levilia has been living in the legend!

What everyone hears is just how high and high the talent is…

But her true strength has never been seen before!

Many people think it is bragging!

But at this moment, the most critical moment, Levilia has come to fulfill her talent! ! !There is no
difference between talent and poor talent before it becomes real strength.

It represents only potential!

Especially Levilia’s talent is said to be unparalleled!

Everyone often hears people brag about how and how, but no one has ever heard of how strong Levilia
is.

On the contrary, I heard that a group of ancestors have been protecting.

Not at all!

Last time I went to the virgin forest to experience, I almost had an accident, and it was saved by the God
of Darkness!

In this way, it seems to be bragging at all, or shaped by operations.

There is no real ability at all.

At this kind of crisis, let alone the outside world, even the Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan had no hope
of the monarch at all.

But at this time, Levilia really came to fulfill his talent.

Just saving everyone is powerful enough.

Amazing!

hope!

Savior!

At this moment, Levilia stands up, it is the hope of the whole world.

The whole audience began to cheer!

This little baby with the strongest talent has finally fulfilled his talent! ! !

She can face the powerhouse of the “God” level in the Kingdom of God.

Gratified!

I’m so relieved!

Especially the elders of Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan looked at this little baby with satisfaction.

Levilia who was spoiled by them!

Finally grown up!

